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ON BOUNDED UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS WHOSE RANGES
CONTAIN A FIXED DISK

BY

ROGER W. BARNARD

Abstract. Let S denote the standard normalized class of regular, univalent

functions in K = Kt = {z: \z\ < I). Let f be a given compact subclass of

S. We consider the following two problems. Problem 1. Find max|a2| for

/ 6 9. Problem 2. For \z\ = r < 1, find the max (min) \f(z)\ for/ G <5. In
this paper we are concerned with the subclass S¿(A/) — {/ G S : Kä c

f(K) c KM). Through the use of the Julia variational formula and the

Loewner theory we determine the extremal functions for Problems 1 and 2

for the class S¿ (M), for all d, M such that J < </ < 1 < M < oo.

I. Introduction. Let S denote the class of functions/(z) = z + a2z2 + ...,

that are regular and univalent in K = Kx = {z: \z\ < 1}. Let f be a given

compact subclass of S . We consider the following two problems.

Problem 1. Find max|a2| for/(z) G f.

Problem 2. For \z\ = r < 1, find max (min) \f(z)\ for f(z) E <3.

It is well known [4] that for/(z) in S,f(K) contains KX/4 and the function

A:(z) = z/(l — z)2 solves Problems 1 and 2 for the class § and hence for the

subclass S * of starlike functions in S .

In [14] T. Suffridge solved Problem 1 for the class Sd where Sd — {/ G

S *:f(K) D Kd). He showed that an extremal domain for Problem 1 for S/,

\ < d < 1, has as its boundary a single arc AC of dKd and two radial rays

from A and C to oo. In this paper Suf fridge also conjectured that an extremal

domain for Problem 1 in the class Sd = {/ G § : f(K) d Kd) is the domain

having as its boundary a single arc AC of dKd and a radial slit to oo from the

midpoint of AC. E. Netanyahu [11] verified this conjecture.

In this paper we will be concerned with the subclass Sd(M) of §,

Sf(M) - {/ 6 S *: Kd c f(K) c KM). If we let y(M) be the radius of the
Koebe disk for S *(M), i.e., the largest disk with center w = 0, contained in

f(K) for all / G S *(M), we need only consider d > y(M) for the class

Sjf(JVZ). As is well known, y(M) -»j as M -» oo, while y(M) -> 1 as M -> 1.

Schwarz's lemma shows that for/ G Sd*(M), /(#) cannot contain A¿ with

d > 1 and the only function in S*(A/), or 5/(1) is/(z) = z.
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In this paper we shall, through the use of variational methods, determine

the extremal functions for Problems 1 and 2 for the class S/(Af).

We observe that Suffridge's result follows from ours when M = oo. It is

immediate that if the extremal function f*(z) solving Problem 2 is the same

for all r sufficiently close to zero, then f*(z) also solves Problem 1. As we

shall see the extremal function for Problem 2 in %¿(M) has this property and

thus our results generalize Suffridge's result.

In §§II and III of this paper we introduce the Julia variational formula and

show how it can be utilized to solve Problem 2 for the classes of functions

under consideration. In these two sections, we will frequently need to use the

concept and properties of the conformai mapping radius of a domain. The

conformai mapping radius of a simply connected domain ñ with respect to

w = 0 (denoted m.r. Ü) is defined as follows: If w = f(z) = Rz + a2z2

+ ... maps AT, 1-1, onto ñ = f(K), with R > 0, then 7? = m.r. ß.

In §IV we introduce additional variational methods that will be needed to

study Problem 2 for the class S¿* (M). In particular, we show how to combine

the Julia variational formula with the Loewner slit mappings to produce

variations within the class Sj'(Af).

In §V, we combine the variational methods of §IV with those of §111 to

solve Problem 2 for S¿ (Af). We prove that the boundary of an extremal

domain giving the solution to Problem 2 in S/(A/), M < oo, consists of an

arc AC of dKd, two radial sides AB and CD, and the arc BD of 87CM

connecting B to D.

A routine mapping radius argument as in [1] shows that the extremal

domain described for Sd*(M) is in fact the range of a function in Sd*(A/).

We let f*(z, d, M) denote this function. We can determine f*(z, d, M)

implicitly as follows. Consider the function

F(z) = zT(z)//*(z)

0-1) = {[a(z + z-1) + b + 2]/[a(z + z~l) + b - 2]}'/2,

F(0) = 1,

where a > b/2 + 1, b > 0. F(z) is found by a sequence of elementary

transformations mapping K onto the right half-plane Re{w) > 0 minus the

slits {w: 0 < w < c) and {w: w > d) where

d = [(b + 2a + 2)1 (b + 2a- 2)]l/2

and

c=[(b-2a + 2)1 (b-2a- 2)]1/2.

Since Re{w) > 0,f*(z) is in S *.

Let <i>, and <b2 be defined such that 0 < ff>, < <f>2 < it and limr_,,/(/-e'*') =
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oo and F(e'^) = F(e~^) = 0. Let u + iv = F(e'*) (0 < <i> < lit). Since

9 arg/V*)       9 log|/*(«*)|
w + iv — -r--/ -

3<í» 3<i>

(any branch of arg/*(e'*), 0 < $ < 2tt, may be chosen), it follows from the

boundary behavior of F(z) thatf*(K) is the set {w: \w\ < M, -a < arg w <

a) U {w: \w\ < d, a < arg w < 2ít — a) for some î/, M and a where a =

arg/*(e~",>2). Since the power series for/*(z) has real coefficients, the domain

f(K) is symmetric with respect to the real axis.

We have

(1.2) f*(z) = z exp /Vil)-I]'"1*
•'O

where F(t) is defined by (1.1).

From the previous discussion of the boundary behavior of F(z) it follows

that for a fixed d and J17, an a and b will be determined by

/*(-!)- -exp £ W)-i]<-'¿'
•Tl

= ¿

and

/»(l) = exp /W)-i]'_I•'o
dt = M.

II. Preliminary material. In this section we formulate the Julia variational

formula and show how it can be utilized to produce variations used in

studying Problems 1 and 2 of §1.

Let f(z) be in S and map K onto a domain D whose boundary contains a

piecewise analytic curve T which has left- and right-hand tangents at each

point. Let n(w) be the unit normal to T at w E T. Let 4>(w) be a real-valued,

continuous, piecewise differentiable function on T which vanishes at the

nonanalytic points of T. If e > 0 is sufficiently small, w = w + e4>(w)n(w)

maps r, 1-1, onto a curve f, and f u 97>/T is the boundary of a domain D.

Julia [7] proved that if f(z) maps K, 1-1, onto D with/(0) = 0, then/(z) is
given by

(2.1)
Ezf'(z)    r  f + z <p(w)n(w)

—- ¿w + o(e),

[0W
where o(e) denotes a term analytic in z, z G K, such that o(e)/e converges

uniformly to 0 for z in compact subsets of K. Here w = /(f), for £ = e'9 on

the arc of |f | = 1 that corresponds to T under/(f).

Let
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(2.2) í/* =
n{w)tp{w) dw      <¡>{w) d.0

i[U'iOf
Then d^ is real and has the sign of <b(w),

f(z) = f(z) + —K
ï + z

— | j- d<H + o(t)
IT       Jr S  - Z

(2.3)

and

(2.4) /'(0)=/'(0) + ¿//* + *(*)

Thus, we have from (2.3) that

log[/(z)/z] = log[/(z)/z] + JL jf f^£ |±£ d* + 0(£).

Hence

(2.5)

where

(2.6)

Re log
/w

-Re log
/«

= ^ |o(w) <f* + o(e),

a(>v) = Re

w = /(?) and J = e">. Thus

*(?)-

ff(f)  ¿jKz

m s-z
maps |f | = 1 onto a circle for fixed z, |z| < 1. Consequently Re{A(f )} varies

in a certain monotonie manner as f moves on |f | = 1, i.e., there exists two

points ei9° and e*1, 0 < 0O < 0, < 0O + 2ir, on |f | = 1 separating |£| - 1 into

two arcs y, and y2 such that Re{A(f )} decreases strictly as £ moves on each

of the two arcs yx and y2 from ei9° to ei9>. The functioi. Re{A(f)} attains its

extreme values at the points e'9" and e'9K

We will now outline the method in which equation (2.5) and the monoton-

icity of A(£ ) can be used to solve Problems 1 and 2. The basic idea is due to

Krzyz [9].

First consider a domain with boundary T containing three analytic arcs

that are images of three arcs of |f | = 1 under /(f)- It follows from the

monotonie behavior of Re{A(£)}, that two of the three arcs, denoted by /,

and l2 satisfy

(2.7) min a(w) > max a(w).
wel¡ i»e/¡

In the sequel (2.7) will be referred to as the monotonie property of a(w).
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(2.9) I —--— dw>-—  —-dw.
J'i  i inn}2       Jh

If we consider the two arcs lx and l2 where (2.7) holds, we can choose a

<f>(w) > 0 and a <¡>(w) < 0 on the open arcs /, and l2, respectively, and

<p(w) = 0 on the remainder of the boundary such that

<b(w)n(w)            c [-<p(w)]n(w)
-r dw = I  -—
i[Sf'(S)] Jh    '"[#'(?)]

Inequality (2.7), and (2.2), in view of the monotonicity property of o(w),

imply

o(w)<j>(w)n(w)             , o(w)[-<j>(w)]n(w)
-:— dw > I -:

iisf'in]       Ji>    wo;)]
It follows from (2.4) that, when (2.8) holds, /'(0) = /'(0), and when (2.9)

holds, Re{log(/(z)/z)} > Re{log(/(z)/z)}, where z G K is fixed. If f(z)

belongs to a given class of functions containing /(z), and if such a construc-

tion is possible, the function/(z) clearly cannot yield a solution to Problem 2

for the given class in the maximum case.
A

Similarly, putting/,(z) = — f(—z) we obtain a function f(z) such that

Re{log(/(z)/z)} < Re{log(f (z)/z)}, where z G K is fixed. Thus whenever

this construction is possible and f(z) belongs to a given class of functions

containing f(z), the function /(z) evidently cannot yield a minimal value to

the functional Re{log(/(z)/z)} for the given class.

III. Boundary variations. Let $ denote the class of all domains that are the

range of functions in S and whose boundaries lie in the closure of the

annulus S. Let !Î£ 8 with boundary T. We will show how to obtain a new

domain in ® by considering certain combinations of the following three

types of variations of a linear segment contained in T. Let DA, AB and BC be

any three adjacent arcs of T, with AB a straight line segment, and denote by y

the remainder of T. We shall define:

Variation 1. An inward rotation of AB about an endpoint, say A, whenever

AB is not tangent to dKd and BC is either

(a) a straight line segment, or

(b) an arc of 97^ or dKd.

Variation II. An outward rotation of AB about an endpoint, say A,

whenever either

(a) B G dKM or 97^ and BC is a straight line segment, or

(b) B G dKM (BKd) and BC is either a straight line segment or an arc of

Mm W-
To define Variation 1(a) when AB and BC are straight sides we let X equal

the interior angle at ABC and consider four cases:

(3 j) (i) 0 < X < it/2, (ii) tt/2 < X < it,

(iii) vt < X < 3tt/2, (iv) 3tt/2 < X < 2it.
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(3.2) e4>(w) =

We rotate the side AB inward by moving B either along the side BC to

B' E BC in cases (i) and (ii), or, along the extensions of the side BC to B' on

this extension in cases (iii) and (iv). In all four cases we then use the Julia

variational formula (2.1) to obtain the mapping function, /,(z), for the

domain ß', bounded by yDAB'C. Since ß' is not obtained from ß by a

normal displacement in all cases, we will need an intermediate step to obtain

the desired variational formula for/,(z), i.e., we first make a normal displace-

ment of 9ß obtaining a domain ß", and the corresponding mapping function,

f2(z) directly from (2.1). We then show that the correction term fx(z) — /2(z)

is o(e) uniformly on compact subsets of K.

In case (i) we draw through B the inward perpendicular BB" to AB where

B" is chosen such that AB" n Kd is empty. The side AB" meets BC at B'. In

order to obtain a normal displacement we rotate side BB" inward to BBX",

where Bx" lies on AB' and angle ABBX" is less than angle ABB'. Denote angle

ABB'{ by ß. Let 7?, be the perpendicular projection of B'x onto AB. Denote

angle BXABX by a. We define

— e\w — A\ tan a,    w E ABX,

- \w - B\ tan ß,     wE BXB,

. 0, otherwise.

Let ß" be the varying domain defined by the normal displacement

e<b(w)n(w) of 3ß. Let/2(z) be the corresponding mapping function such that

f2(K) = ß". The Julia variational formula may be applied, giving

(3.3) /,(z) — f(z) =    -   .     |    -r- dw + o(e).

We denote by ß', the varying domain with boundary yDAB'C, and let/,(z)

be its corresponding mapping function such that f(K) = ß'. We will show

(3.4) f2(z)-fx(z) = o(e).

Let g2(w, w0) and gx(w, w0) be the Green's functions for ß" and ß',

respectively. Then, since ß" can be obtained by a suitable normal displace-

ment of 9ß' (using a finite number of steps if necessary) we have, using an

argument similar to that of Krzyz [9], g2(w, 0) - gx(w, 0) = o(e). (3.4) then

follows by a straightforward argument utilizing the fact that g¡(w, 0) =

-iog\frx(w% i -1,2.
Thus by comparing the corresponding mapping functions of ß' and ß we

have

t-x « t, n      ft ^      ezf'(z)   f    ? + z  <ttw)n(w)    . , v
(3.5) /, (z) - f(z) m—JM— -^—-^ dw + o(e)

where <b(w) is defined by (3.2).
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In case (ii) we draw through B the inward perpendicular BB" to AB where

B" is chosen such that AB" n Kd is empty. The prolongation of AB" meets

BC at B'. In order to obtain a normal displacement we rotate BB" inward to

BB" until the angle BB{'B' is less than ir/2. Denote the angle ABBX" by ß.

Let Bx be the perpendicular projection of B" onto AB. Let a = angle BXAB{'.

Then <i>(w) is defined by (3.2) and ß",/2(z), ß', and/,(z) are also defined as in

case (i). Equation (3.5) follows using the same argument as in case (i).

In case (iii) equation (3.5) can be obtained directly from (2.1) without the

need of a correction term as in (3.4). Case (iv) follows similarly to case (ii).

We now define Variation 1(b). The varied domain will be obtained by

rotating the side AB such that B moves along either the arc BC of dKM to

B' G BC or the extension along dKd of an arc BC of dKd to B' on this

extension. In either case, proceeding as in Variation 1(a), the variable domain

ß' arises by deleting from ß the curvilinear triangle ABB'. Then the deriva-

tion of equation (3.5) follows as in 1(a) except that the straight line segment

BB' is replaced by an arc BB' of dKM or dKd.

Remarks. 1. If ß is a polygonal domain then Variation 1(a) preserves the

number of vertices of the boundary of ß.

2. If Variation I is applied to a nonradial segment of the boundary of a

starlike domain in © , the varied domain is again starlike.

To define Variation 11(a), where AB and BC are straight line segments with

B G dKM or dKd, we consider the four cases of X = angle ABC as in (3.1), but

we denote these cases as (i'), (ii')> (iii')> and (iv')> respectively. We will rotate

the side AB outward by moving B either along an extension of the side BC to

B' on this extension in cases (i') and (ii') or along the side BC to B' G BC in

cases (iii') and (iv'). By using the two step procedure, as in Variation I, we

show that equation (3.5) holds in this variation with <f>(w) appropriately

defined. We give the details of case (i'), noting its similarity to case (ii). We

observe that case (ii'), case (iii'), and case (iv') are similar to case (iii), case

(iv), and case (i) respectively.

In case (i') we draw BB "-the outward perpendicular to AB at 5-in such a

way that the prolongation of BC meets the prolongation of BB" at B' where

B' does not lie outside dKM. Rotate BB' inward to BBX" until angle BB{'B' is

less than ît/2. Let ß be the angle A BB'{ which is less than tt/2. Let Bx be the

perpendicular projection of B'{ onto AB. Denote angle BXABX" by a. Then,

we can define

e\w - A\ tan a,    w E ABX,

e<b(w) = ■ \w - B\ tan ß,     w E BXB,

.0, otherwise.

The variable domain ß" will be determined by the normal displacement

z$(w)n(w) of the boundary of ß, whereas ß' is the varying domain with the
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boundary yDAB'C. Comparing the corresponding mapping functions for ß

and ß' we obtain as in the previous cases, equation (3.5).

We define Variation 11(b) where the endpoint B of side AB is in dKM (or

dKd) and BC is an arc of 375^ (or dKd) or a straight line segment.

If BC is an arc of <iKM (dKd), then the argument proceeds as in case (ii')

[(iii')], except that the line BB' is replaced by an arc BB' of dKM (37Q. The

variable domain ß' arises by adjoining to ß the curvilinear triangle ABB; with

variable domain ß' arises by adjoining to ß the curvilinear triangle ABB';

with variable B' on dKM (dKd). If BC is a straight line segment, it is clear that

if we obtain the variable domain ß' by adjoining to ß the curvilinear triangle

ABB' with variable B' remaining on dKM (dKd), the proof of (3.5) proceeds as

in case (ii') [(iii')].

We will use combinations of the above described variations in the follow-

ing manner.

Lemma 3.1. Let f(z) be in a given subclass 5" of S. Let T denote the

boundary off(K), where T is contained in the closure of the annulus S = {w:

d < |w>| < M). Suppose T contains two line segments /, and l2 that satisfy

inequality (2.7). 7f lx can be rotated outward as in Variation II while l2 is rotated

inward, as in Variation I, in such a way that the new mapping function f(z)

produced is also in "ü , then the function f (z) cannot give a solution to Problem 2

for the given class 5".

Proof. The proof follows from the discussion in §11 and, in particular,

inequality (2.9).

IV. Boundary variation of a slit mapping. In preparation for considering

Problem 2 for the class S/(M) we will need to define a variation of a

different type than those considered in §111.

Suppose ß = f(K), f E S/(Af), and T = 3ß is a curvilinear polygon.

Assume T contains a linear slit of. ß, i.e., a radial segment each "side" of

which is a boundary arc of ß. Let wQ = f(ei9°) be the tip of the slit T.

Following Loewner [10] we define

Variation III. The shortening of a linear slit.

We can parametrize T by w = w(t), 0 < t < f0, w(0) = w0, and denote by

w = g(z, t), g(0, t) = 0, g'(0, t) > 0, the function that maps K onto ß = f(K)

minus the segment [w0, w(t)]. We denote the domain g(K, t) by ßr It follows

from Loewner's theory that under these conditions w = g(z, t) = e'z + ...

satisfies the Loewner equation

(41) jte      l + k{t)z *L
dt      Z 1 - k(t)z   3z

where g(z, 0) = f(z) and k(t) is a continuous function with \k(t)\ = 1 and
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X(t) = l/k(t) is the point on \z\ = 1 whose image under g(z, t) is the tip w(t)

of the shortened slit.

In order to utilize Variation III in solving Problem 2 for §/ (M) we will

combine Variation III with Variation I of §111 for functions/ G S/(J17). We

then show that if a certain relationship exists between the shortened slit and

the rotated side, the function/(z) cannot yield a solution to Problem 2 within

Sd*(M).
First we note that since 9ß, is a curvilinear polygon, g(z, t) has a

continuous extension to \z\ = 1.

Since g(z, t) = e'z + ..., g'(0, t) > 1. To obtain a function that is

normalized, we consider the following: If there exists a side AB of 9ß, that

can be rotated inward as in Variation I of §111, then the Julia variational

formula (2.1) defines a function g(z, t, e) that maps K onto a domain with the

same boundary as fi, except that the side AB has been rotated inward

appropriately. For convenience we define <b(w) so that <b(w) > 0 on AB and

use - e for e > 0 in (3.5). We obtain from equation (3.5)

£ + z
d<¡? + o(e),(4.2) g(z,t,e) = g(z,t)-^— J    —

2íT      JAB £

where g'(z, t) = 9g/9z and, as in (2.2),

d* = <!>(w)n(w)dw/i[$g'(n]2

is real and positive for <b(w) > 0. From (4.2) we obtain

g(z, t, e) = e' 1 - T- f   rf* + o(e)
2t Jab

z +

To normalize g we define t = t(e) by

(4.3)

i.e.,

I - T" f   ¿* + o(e)
2ît Jab

= 1;

It follows that

(4.4)

t = -log

3e

- f   ¿* + o(e)
2tt '/iß

e-0

-7-1  '*•
2w 7<b

When z = z0 in (2.6) we obtain

(4.5) ox(w) = Re
V(*o)  f + *o

f(*o)    $-Zo

The main result of this section is

Lemma 4.1. Let f(z) G S/(Af), f(K) = ß, T = 9ß,   ízní/   |/(z)| < |/(z0)|
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for \z\ = r, 0 < r < 1. Suppose T contains a radial slit To/ß. Let I* be the

image under f(z) of a sufficiently small arc, containing ei9°, of\Ç\ = 1, where

f(e'9°) is the tip of T. Also assume T contains a straight line segment l2 such that

/f and l2 satisfy

(4.6) min ax(w) >max ax(w).
we/f we/2

If the slit T is shortened as in Variation III, while l2 is rotated inward as in

Variation I of §111 in such a way that the new mapping function produced is also

in S* (M), then the function f(z) cannot yield a solution to Problem 2 for

Sd*(M).

Proof. If the variations are performed in such a way that the class Sd(M)

is preserved, we need only show that (4.6) implies that the function g, as

defined by (4.2), has a greater maximum (minimum) modulus on \z\ = r than

f(z). Let z0, |z0| = r, be the point where the max (min) of |/(z)| occurs. Then

when (4.6) holds, we determine the existence of an e0 > 0 such that

(4.7) |l[2o>'(*o)]| >/(*(>)•

We do this by showing that (4.6) implies

(4.8) _3_
de

log
g[z0,t(e)]

>0.

«-o

(4.8) implies the existence of an £[ > 0 such that for all e E [0, £,],

|s[*o,'(e)]|>|l(*o>0)|=|/(z0)|.

Then, since g is normalized for any e satisfying (4.3) there exists a positive

e0 E (0, 6!) such that (4.8) holds.

To prove (4.8), we have from (4.1), (4.2), and (4.4), that

±
3e

log
?[¿o.'(£)]8

e-0

= Re
é[z0,t(e)]

_3_
de

3gl>o.'(«)]
de

ez0g'[z0,t(e)]

2it

S + z0
F—°- d* + o(e)

AB i        Z0 :
£-0
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3e

(4.9) -••il^^/J^-H-*

*of'(zo)

/(*o)

(4.10)

i££%Mf  ^i£^ + 0(i)
2vt ^a £ — z0

'.IT Jjfí

e-0

2îT '/IB

2vT ̂s       l   S  ~

provided we justify the existence of

(4.11)

_9_ / z0g'[z0, t(e)]   ,    S + z0       \

9/ \ 2v7 JAB £ - z0       J

9   \zoS'[z0,t(t)}   ç   f + z0  4>(w)n(w) ¿w

■Lf-*o     /[&'(£) F9r 2it ja

We observe that (4.10) is positive if

*o/'(zo)  fo + 2o ) r    ,.T.     r „. ( z_o/Xfo)  f+ *0 '

f(zo)    S-'o .
(4,2,    „.fi^Wfcli]/   «>/ Reí

1   /(¿o)    ¿o - zo j ^b •'/ta    I
d*

where f0 = e'ff° is the preimage of the tip of the slit 7. Since l2 and /*, which

contains the tip/(e''9|)) of T, satisfy (4.6), (4.12) holds, and (4.8) follows. Thus

(4.7) will be proved when we justify the existence of (4.11). We first investi-

gate the integral in (4.11). The existence of the partial of this integral presents

no difficulty when A and B are interior points of a straight line segment in T.

So, assume T has a corner at A and the section of T adjacent to AB at A is

either a straight line segment or an arc of dKM. For the cases when <f>(w) has

different left and right derivatives at a point Bx in the interior of A B we will

split the integral into the sum of two integrals, where one integral is taken

over y477, and the other integral is taken over BXB. It clearly suffices to justify

the existence of the integral in (4.11) over ABX. We use the fact [3] that in a

neighborhood of a corner, say g(f,, 0» of the boundary of ß, we have

g(s,t) = g(^t) + (s-s1y-ßh(n
where (1 - /3)tt is the interior angle at the corner and h(Ç) is analytic and

nonzero in a neighborhood of f,. Thus,
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ç   Ç + z  <b{w)n{w) dw

JabÏ-z     ¡[{¿y)]2

can be written with the change of variable f = exp{/ arg[£, + (f2 — Çx)s]} as

ill
ï-z

(î-fiW)
(i-/3)A(o + {s-u win

Si    fi
fl + (f2-fl)i

A

(4.13)

where k is a constant relative to t and f, and f2 are the preimages of A and 5,

respectively under g(£, /). We observe that f = g~'(w) satisfies the differen-

tial equation

(4.H) «-t1*«*

Indeed

3/     * 1 - k{t)S

3f       3     _„ ,   dw        ! + *(')£
3/      3w ô    v '    3r      * 1 - *(/)£ •

Let f0 belong to a compact subarc of |f | = 1 that does not contain the points

k(t), 0 < t < t0. For z E K arbitrarily close to f0 we have for w =

g(z, t) E Q„

M1« 3z       3     _,,  .    dw l + k({)z

(4-15) ¥ = ^*   W'Jtm'T=T(&-

If we denote the right-hand side of (4.15) by 7? (/, £, s) = R, then it can easily

be shown that 7? is continuous and satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect

to t and that 9i?/3¿" and 37?/3$ exist and are continuous for all s E [0, 1] and

? in a sufficiently small neighborhood of f0. Hence by a standard theorem of

differential equations [2], it follows that equation (4.15) is also valid for w on

a simple arc of 3ß,. Thus a straightforward calculation shows that the partial

of the integrand of (4.13), with respect to t exists and is continuous. Thereby

we can conclude the existence of (4.11) upon showing that 3g'(z, í)/3i exists.

But, since the partial with respect to z of the right-hand side of (4.1) exists

and is continuous as a function of z and /, the existence of dg'(z, t)/dt

follows.

We observe that if f(z) is rotated such that |/(z)| > - /(- z0), then, by the

appropriate changes in the signs of the above arguments we have the

existence of an e0 > 0 such that \g[-z0, t(e0)]\ < - /(-z0), for an /f and l2

satisfying (4.6). This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.

In studying Problem 2 for S¿*(M) we shall also need to define two

modifications of Variations I and II of §111. Using the same assumptions on

a straight line segment AB of T - 3/(70 as in §111 we define
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Variation I'. The pushing in of a straight line segment AB at the midpoint C

of AB, and
Variation II'. The pushing out of a straight line segment AB at the midpoint

CofAB.
Variation Y (IF) is defined by rotating AC and BC inward (outward) as in

Variation I (II) of §111, about A and B respectively. Both AC and CB are

rotated a degrees, forming an isosceles triangle with base AB.

Remark. If Variation Y or Variation II' is applied to a nonradial segment

of a starlike domain, and a is sufficiently small, the varied domain is again

starlike.

Finally, we need to mention a special case of Variation I used by Hummel

[5] and Robertson [13]. We define

Variation I". The hinging of one side of a slit at a point of the side.

Denote "one side" of a slit T as AB with A at the tip and B at the other

end of the slit. Let C E AB, C ^ B. Then the slit is hinged at C if the

straight line segment CB is rotated inward as in Variation I of §111.

Remarks. Assume that f(z) E S/ (M), T = df(K), and that T contains a

radial slit T.

1. If T is shortened as in Variation III, starlikeness is preserved.

2. If T is a polygon then shortening T also preserves the number of vertices

ofr.
3. If T is hinged at a point of its side as in Variation I", then starlikeness is

preserved.

4. If T is hinged at the tip of the slit using Variation 1(a) of §111 in

Variation I', then the number of vertices of T is preserved.

5. We observe that both Variation I' and Variation I" can be combined

with Variation III to produce new domains in $j*(M).

V. Results for starlike functions.

Theorem 5.1. Let f(z) E S/(M), y(M) < d < 1, and M > 1. 77ien, for

\z\ = r fixed, 0<r<l,-f*(-r)< \f(z)\ < f*(r), where

f(z)=f(z,d,M)

is defined by (1.2).

Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.1 consists of a series of lemmas.

Since the cases for if = 1 and M = 1 have already been discussed in §1 we

will assume d < 1 and M > 1.

Let &■ denote the class of starlike domains ß = f(K) for / in Sj(M). Let

&„ denote the subclass of & which consists of all domains ß whose boundary

is an «-sided (linear) polygon. We allow radial slits in 3ß and we consider a

slit as two "sides" of 3ß. Clearly d£ (and &„) and the corresponding mapping
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functions form compact classes. Thus there exists a domain ßf = f*(K)

[Q*-fi{K)] where /*(z) [^(z)] satisfies |/(z)| < f*(zQ) [\fn(z)\ < £(z0)],

|z| = /• < 1, for all f(K) E & [f„(K) G ÉEJ.
The following lemma shows that U &„ is dense in &.

Lemma 5.2. IfüEGL, then there exists a sequence of domains {ß„}"_3 where

ß„ G éE„, jwcn rAar fi„ converges to ß, i.e., ß is the kernel of the sequence {ß„}

in the sense of Caratheodory.

Proof. It suffices to prove for every e > 0, there exists a polygonal domain

Pn G éE„ such that 9P„ is contained in an e-neighborhood of 3ß.

Let e > 0. Let f(z) E %d (M) be the corresponding mapping function in

%}(M) such that/(/0 = ß. We consider fr(z) = f(rz)/r. It follows from the

properties of starlike functions and the maximum and minimum modulus

principles that for 0 < r < l,fr(z) E S/(M) and d < \fr(z)\ < M on |z| =

1. So, for each r, 0 < r < 1, the image of \z\ = 1 under fr(z) is a 1-1, analytic

curve, contained in the annulus S and bounds a starlike domain. Also, for r

sufficiently close to 1, dfr(K) is contained in an e-neighborhood of df(K). Let

r0 be sufficiently close to 1 and let T = dfro(K).

It is sufficient to prove that we can approximate T to within e by a

polygonal line p such that the domain bounded by p is starlike and has

mapping radius one.

We divide the arc T into two parts Tx and T2 such that Tx consists of all the

subarcs of T where Re{l + z/"(z)//'(z)} > 0 for \z\ = 1 and T2 consists of

all the subarcs of T where Re{l + z/"(z)//'(z)} < 0, for |z| = 1. It is easily

shown that each of Tx and T2 contains only a finite number of components.

Thus we need only show that each component can be replaced by an

appropriate polygonal line.

Let y, be a component of T, and y2 a component of T2. We can approxi-

mate y, (y2) from within (without) by connecting points on y, (yj) and from

without (within) by intersecting segments of tangents to neighboring points

on ïi (yd- By taking points on y, (y¿ sufficiently close it follows that both

methods of approximation produce a polygonal line p having the same

endpoints as yx (y^ and such that/» is contained in an e-neighborhood of y,

(Yj). Also, because of the nature of the methods of approximation, the

domain bounded by p + T \ y, (y¿ is starlike.

Hence it suffices to prove that by combining the two methods of approxi-

mation the mapping radius can be preserved. Let y be an arbitrary com-

ponent of either T, or T2. We divide y into two proper subarcs, say y3 and y4.

Then we approximate y3 from within by a polygonal line p3 and we ap-

proximate y4 from without by a polygonal line pA. If we denote the polygonal

line p3 + p4 by p, then using the fact that a refinement of either approxima-

tion appropriately increases or decreases the mapping radius, it follows that/?
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can be chosen so that the domain bounded by p + T \ y has mapping radius

one. Thus, Lemma 5.2 is proved.

If ß„ converges to ß, the Carathéodory Kernel Theorem assures that for the

function/, and f,f„(K) = ß„ and f(K) = ß,/„(z) converges to/(z) uniformly

on compact subsets of K. Thus, it follows that any convergent subsequence

{ßnjt}"_, of the extremal domains for Problem 2 in â„t converges to a

domain ß* E &, which is an extremal domain for Problem 2 within â. In

order to characterize ßf we must first determine certain properties of 3ß*.

Lemma 5.3. Let T* be the boundary of the extremal domain fi* for Problem 2

within &n. T* has at most two radial slits, and all but at most two of the distinct

sides (not on slits) of T* are either chords of dKM or tangent to dKd.

Proof. To show that Y* =3ßJ has not more than two radial slits, we

assume that Y* has at least three radial slits. Since f(z) has a continuous

extension to dK, ox(w) can be defined for all w E Y*. Thus, recalling the

monotonie property of ax(w), as defined in (4.5), we let M and m denote the

two points in Y* where ox(w) attains its maximum and minimum values,

respectively. M and m divide T* into two arcs such that ax(w) is strictly

increasing as w moves along either arc of T* from m to M. At least one of

these two arcs contains a radial slit and "a side" of another slit. Clearly, we

can choose one of the slits, denoted by T, to define an I* and the "side",

denoted by AB, of another slit, which we denote by 7", with tip at A, to act as

an l2 in inequality (4.6). Recall, if f(ei9°) is the tip of T, then /* is the image of

a sufficiently small arc, containing e'9«, of |f | = 1. Now, since we can shorten

the slit T as in Variation III, of §IV, and hinge the side AB of slit T at A as

in Variation I" of §IV, preserving starlikeness and the number of vertices in

the boundary, we can produce another domain in &n. Thus, Lemma 4.1

implies that ß* cannot be an extremal domain for Problem 2 within &n. Since

this yields a contradiction, Y* can have no more than two radial slits.

Next, we assume that Y* has at least three distinct sides (not sides of slits)

which are neither chords of dKM nor tangent to dKd. From monotonicity of

a(w), one of the sides will act as an /, in inequality (2.7), and another side will

act as an l2 in (2.7). Since /, is not a chord of 37^, it can be rotated outward,

as in Variation 11(a) of §111, about one of its endpoints, while preserving

starlikeness and without increasing the number of vertices of the boundary.

Since l2 is not tangent to dKd, it can be rotated inward as in Variation 1(a) of

§111, preserving starlikeness and the number of vertices of the boundary.

Hence, by rotating /, outward while rotating l2 inward and taking <f>(w) so that

equality holds in (2.8), the new domain obtained will be in &n. Thus, by

Lemma 3.1, ß* cannot be an extremal domain for Problem 2 within (£„. This

yields a contradiction, and Lemma 5.3 is proved.

We shall need
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Lemma 5.4. Let R = {w: d < r2< \w\ < rx < M). IfT* = 3ß*, then there

exists, independently of n, a maximum number N of sides ofT* that intersect R.

Proof. Let C, - dKr¡ and C2 = dKri.

We first consider those sides of 9 ß* that are chords of dKM. If a chord of

dKM intersects R, then there exists a minor arc of dKM of fixed minimum arc

length, say c,, subtended by the chord. The minimum arc length c, would be

the arc length of the minor arc subtended by a chord of dKM which is tangent

to Cx. Choose an integer A:, such that kxcx exceeds the circumference of dKM.

Then, independently of n, no more than A:, sides of 9ß*, which are chords of

dKM> can intersect R.

If a 97^-tangent, say /, intersects R we let P be the point which is the radial

projection of a point where / intersects the circle C2. Let P' be the point of

tangency of the 9ATd-tangent /. The arc length of PP' is a fixed length c2,

depending only on dKd and C2. Since starlikeness prevents overlapping of the

radial projections of the 9A^-tangents on dKd, if k2 is an integer such that A:2c2

exceeds the circumference of dKd, then there can be no more than A:2

37^-tangents that intersect R.

Allowing the possibility of two radial slits and two sides of 9 Ü* that are not

SA^-tangents or chords of 9^, it follows that no more than JV = A:, + A:2 +

6 sides of 9 ß*, independent of n, can intersect R, and Lemma 5.4 is proved.

We now begin the characterization of ßf.

Lemma 5.5. // T* = 9 ß*, then TJ" has at most four radial slits.

Proof. We shall need the following property, denoted by P,, of the kernel

ß of a sequence of domains {ß„}"_i. Let C be a compact set contained in

9ß. For every 8 > 0, there exists an JV = N(8) such that for each n > JV, if

w G C, then there exists a wn G9ß„ such that \wn — w\ < 8. This property

follows easily from the definition of the kernel of a sequence of domains.

Now, assume Tx* has at least five radial slits. We draw two circles C, and

C2, centered at the origin with radii r, and r2, respectively, r, and r2 are

determined by requiring that the two points of the intersection of C, and C2

with one of the shortest of five of the radial slits, divides that slit into thirds.

Let {ax, a2,... ,a5], {bx, b2,... ,b5) be the points of intersection of these

slits with C, and C2 respectively, where a¡ and b¡ are on the same slit, / = 1,

2,..., 5. Choose c, the midpoint of [a¡, b¡\. Choose 5 so small that no chord

or 9AT¿-tangent passing through a 5-neighborhood of an a¡ or b, passes

through a 5-neighborhood of c, for /' = 1, 2,..., 5. Let C be the set of

segments {[a¡, b¡]\l < i < 5). Then Property P, assures that for this 5 there

exists an JV such that a point of 9ß* lies within a 5-neighborhood of each

point of C. From starlikeness, the only way the boundary, 9 ßj^, can intersect

a 5-neighborhood of a¡, a 5-neighborhood of b¡ and a 5-neighborhood of c, is
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for 3ßjy to contain at least one side which is neither a chord of dK.M nor a

S^-tangent for each / = 1, 2,..., 5. From the definition of 8 this would

require 3 ßjy to have more than two radial slits or more than two distinct sides

which are neither chords of dKM nor 37^-tangents. But this implies a

contradiction to Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.5 is proved.

Lemma 5.6. Let Y* = 3ßf. Then the intersection of Tf with any proper

subannulus of S is comprised of a finite number of linear segments.

Proof. Let 7? = {w:<7<r2<|w|<r,<Af}bea proper subannulus of

S. We show that R n Tf, is comprised of linear segments for any rx, r2,

d < r2 < rx < M. If Y* = 3ß* then, from Lemma 5.4 for each n, R n Y* is a

set of at most TV = N(R) line segments, i.e., 7? n Y* = {[anX, bni], [an2,

KA* •■■' lanN> KnVs- For an appropriate subsequence {nk), a„k¡ and b^,

converge to a¡ and b¡, respectively, for i = 1,2,..., N. Hence each point of

the line segment [a„k¡, b„k¡] converges to a corresponding point of the segment

[a¡, b¡] and [a¡, b¡] c R. Also ß* converges to ßf. Since each boundary point

of ßf is a limit point of boundary points of the ß*, it follows that 7? n Tf is

contained in the linear segments {[a¡, b¡]\l < / < N) and Lemma 5.6 is

proved.

Lemma 5.7. Yx = 3 ßf contains no nonradial straight line segments in S and

at most two distinct radial sides (not on slits) in S.

Proof. Assume AB is a nonradial straight line segment of Tf. Let AXBX,

A2B2, A3B3, be three distinct closed line segments contained in AB such that

A¡B¡ n Kd = 0 and A¡ and B¡ are distinct from A and B for / = 1, 2. 3. Then

from the monotone property of a{w) in (2.6), one of these subsets of AB, say

A XBX, will act as in /, in inequality (2.7), while another of these subsets of AB,

say A2B2 will act as an l2 in (2.7). We can now push out /, = AXBX at its

midpoint as in Variation II' of §IV, and push in l2 = A2B2 at its midpoint as

in Variation I' of §IV, taking <¡>{w) so that equality holds in (2.8). Then, since

A B is nonradial, these variations preserve starlikeness and the varied domain,

thus obtained, is in â. Hence, by Lemma 3.1, ßf cannot be extremal for

Problem 2 within £E. Since this implies a contradiction, Tf contains no

nonradial straight line segments in S.

Thus, Tf contains only radial sides connecting points of dKd to 37^, radial

slits, and arcs of dKd and dKM.

We next assume that Tf contains at least three radial sides, not on slits.

From the monotonicity property of o(w), one of the radial sides will act as an

/, in inequality (2.7) while another of these radial sides will act as an l2 in

(2.7). It is clear that if /, is rotated outward, as in Variation II, of §111, about

its endpoint on dKM while l2 is rotated inward, as in Variation I, about its

endpoint on dKd, while taking <j>(w) so that equality holds in (2.8), then
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starlikeness is preserved and the new domain obtained is in &. Since this

implies a contradiction, Lemma 5.7 is proved.

Lemma 5.8. f*(z, d, M), defined by (1.2), is an extremal function for Problem

2 for the class S¿*(M).

Proof. Let ßf be the extremal domain of Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.7. We

show that ßf = e'af*(K), from which the lemma follows. From the previous

lemmas T* = 9 ßf is reduced to having at most two distinct radial sides, not

on slits, the connecting arcs of 97^ and dKM and at most four radial slits.

Thus we need only show that Tf cannot have any radial slits unless ßf is a

rotation of KM \ 7, where Tx is the radial slit from - M to - d. [Note that in

this case d = y(M).] We can assume |/*(z)| < f*(rew°) where f*(z) E

Sd(M) and f*(K) = ßf. To obtain a contradiction we shall assume Tf has a

radial slit 7 and ßf is not a rotation of KM \ Tx. Since m.r. ßf = 1, a routine

mapping radius argument shows that either T* contains at least two radial

slits or KM \ ßf ^ 0. We note, from Lemma 5.6, that if KM \ ßf =£ 0

then Tf contains at least one straight side. Let m be the point where the

minimum value of ox(w), as defined in (4.5), is attained. We consider two

cases: (i) when m ET and (ii) when m G T.

For case (i), if there exists a distinct straight side (i.e. not a radial slit) say

CD, of Tf, then CD would act as an /[ in inequality (2.7) while one of the

"sides", say AB, of the slit 7, with A at the tip, would act as an l2 in

inequality (2.7). We can now rotate CD = lx outward, as in Variation II of

§111, about an endpoint while hinging side AB at A, as in Variation I', of §IV,

and taking <b(w) so that equation (2.8) holds, which yields a domain with

mapping radius one. Also, these variations can be performed in such a way as

to preserve starlikeness, and the boundary of the new domain obtained

remains in the closure of the annulus S. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, ßf cannot be

an extremal domain for Problem 2 within £E. This contradicts the assumption

that ßf is extremal.

For case (i), where m G 7, if there does not exist a distinct side of Tf, then

there exists another radial slit, which we denote as 7'. It is clear from the

monotonicity of ox(w), that "one side", say AB, of 7 with tip at A, can act as

an l2 in inequality (4.6), while a neighborhood, within Tf, of the tip, say

f*(e'eo), of 7' can act as an /f in (4.6); i.e., where /f is the image under f*(z)

of a sufficiently small arc, containing e'B°, of |f | = 1. Then we can shorten the

slit 7', as in Variation III of §IV, and hinge the side AB of slit 7, as in

Variation I', to produce a new domain in £E. By Lemma 4.1, ßf cannot be an

extremal domain for Problem 2 within &, which implies a contradiction.

For case (ii), where m g. T, it follows that, as w moves around T* a

sufficiently small neighborhood, within Tf, of the tip of the slit 7, can act as

an /,* in inequality (4.6), while "one side", say AB, of 7, with A at the tip, has
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a point C in AB such that the straight line segment CB can act as an l2 in

(4.6). Then we can shorten the slit T and hinge the side AB of the slit T at C

to produce a new domain in (£. Again by Lemma 4.1, this implies a

contradiction.

Thus we have proved that Tf consists of a single arc DC of dKM, two radial

sides AD and BC [the sides of a slit when d = y(M)] and the arc AB (point)

of dKd, i.e., ßf = eiaf(K) where f*(z) = f*(z, d, M) and Lemma 5.8 is

proved.

If we take <b(w) positive on those parts of the boundary where a(w) [ox(w)]

is small and negative where a(w) [ax(w)] is large, i.e., interchanging the roles

of /, (If) and l2, then an analogous argument proves that the same domain

f*(K) also gives the least minimum modulus for all/(z) in S/(M).

Thus, the function/*(z, d, M), as defined by (1.2), is an extremal function

giving the sharp upper and lower bounds for \f(z)\, within §>d(M), \z\ = r

fixed, 0 < r < 1. Since f*(z, d, M) is a circular symmetric function [6] with

respect to the positive real axis, the function, \f*(z, d, M)\, attains its

maximum and minimum values for z = r, —r respectively. Therefore, Theo-

rem 5.1 is proved.

Theorem 5.9. 7//(z) E S/(Af), y(M) < d < 1, 1 < M < oo and \z\ = r,

(5.10) 0<r<!(3-V5),

then, for f*(z) = f*(z, d, M), as defined in §1,

min|/*'W|<|/'W|<max|rW|.
|z|»r 1*1™''

Proof. As in Theorem 5.1 it is only necessary to prove the result for the

functional Re{log/'(z)}. We use the method of proof of Theorem 5.1. It is

clear that Theorem 5.9 will follow upon showing that the function obtained

from/'(z) corresponding to the a(w) in (2.6) and ax(w) in (4.6) has the same

monotonie behavior as a(w) for r satisfying (5.10).

We first proceed as in §11. In this proof, all the integrals are taken over the

boundary Y and dty is defined as in (2.2). We shall assume that z0 is such that

Re{log/'(z)} < Re{log/'(z0)}. Thus, using known estimates on functions in

§ * it follows that A (z0) = 1 + z0f"(zQ)/f'(z0) satisfies

Í5-11) —:—r~r2—<^(*o)<—;——2—•

We have from equation (2.1) that

(5.12) /(z)=/(z) .JLj-iS$(±££
2itJ   f(z)   f

+ o(e).

Hence, by taking the derivative in (5.12), we obtain
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2fz

a-*)2

+ i +
*/"(*) \s + z

m   t-* d-%    + o(e).

So

log/'(z) = log/'(z)

+A(z)S + ¡ d*+ o(e),

where A (z) = 1 + z/"(z)//'(z). Taking real parts we obtain

Re{log/'(z)} - Re{log/'(z)} = ¿ /X(f ) ¿* + *(«),

where

(5.13)

If we define

Fix)*

MO = Re - +/4(z) -r-
(I - z)2 S - *

0
r^ +^(*o) -pri - ^ + 2(1 + A)x +

x)

where x = fz0 in (5.13), then F(x) defines an analytic function of x G K.

Using (5.11) a straightforward calculation shows that Re{l + xF"(x)/F'(x))

> 0 for 0 < |*| - |fz0| = r < {-(3 - V5). Thus, for r satisfying (5.10), F(x)

maps \x\ — r onto a convex curve. Consequently A(f ) has the same mono-

tonic property as a[w(f )] in (2.6).

Now we proceed as in §IV. From equation (4.2) we have

Thus

Re{logg'(z,f,e)}

= Re{logg'(z,0}

Uz

(S - *)
+ 1 +

zS"(z, t)\S + z
(l+^M)

s\z,t) n-z
dV \ + o(e).

^♦K '('.0 j
£ + 2

(Í-zy    \       8\z,t) jt-

= Re{log g'(z, t)} - ± f\(S) d* + o(e).

d* + o(e)

Hence
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A[log|g'(z,I,e)|]|e_o

=   Re
*hi',t)

dedz sX'.i) — i [¿/w*+°c>'

2ir
f\{S)d* + o{l)

c-0

where the notation and justifications are as in §IV. Thus, we have produced a

a(£) with the required monotonie property as shown above for r satisfying

(5.10). Therefore we may continue as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 and

Theorem 5.9 follows.

Note. In his dissertation the author, using similar techniques, solved Prob-

lems 1 and 2 for the class Cd(M) of convex functions in %d*(M). The

boundary of the extremal domain is an arc AC of dKd, two straight sides AB,

CD, tangent to 37^ at A and C respectively, with B and D either on dKM or

B = D (or both) and the arc BD (if it exists) of dKM.
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